Oil Market Update – February 2015
by NAB Group Economics
Key points
• After the drastic falls towards the end of 2014, oil indexes started to exhibit some
tentative signs of stabilisation since mid-January. Prices traded mainly around mid to high
USD40s a barrel in the second half of the month, before breaking decisively above USD50s
in the first week of February on the weakening of USD and news of workers’ strikes in a
number of US refineries. These strikes, which are currently ongoing, are in response to
plans by oil companies to slash spending following the 60% peak-to-trough fall in oil
prices since June last year.
• In the absence of any concrete forward guidance by major oil producers on how the
global glut can be addressed in the near term, the volatility in oil prices as indicated by
the OVX index continued to track at historically-elevated levels, with the short-term
trading patterns tending to be guided by any geopolitical news and economic data that
would remotely indicate changes to the status quo of a heavily oversupplied global
market.
• The oil futures curve has moved into a contango (where forward prices are higher than
spot prices) since October 2014 and has steepened over time since then. This typically
indicates excessive downward adjustments in commodity prices within a short time
alongside the lowering of longer-term price expectations. Contangos in commodity
markets tend to be short-lived phenomenon nonetheless.
• The supply responses to the price falls to-date across oil producers have been highly
variable and disorderly. A number of producer countries which are heavily reliant on oil
revenue to fund their government expenditures, such as Russia and Iraq, have lifted
output volumes in a bid to make up for income shortfalls. Meanwhile, US oil crude
supplies continue to grow at a robust rate, despite a steady fall in rotary rig count since
mid-December.
• Against the backdrop of significant price retreat and a widening contango, there are signs
of rejuvenation in short-term physical demand, particularly tanker storage demand by
traders in Asia and stockpiling of reserves of major importing countries such as China and
India, although not sufficient to make a meaningful dent to the supply overhang.
• Given the above, we have revised our oil price forecast profile lower through 2015 and
2016, with the recovery in oil prices expected to pick up pace in the second half of this
year.
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• In the absence of any concrete forward
guidance by major oil producers as to how
the global glut can be addressed within
the short-term, the volatility in oil prices as
indicated by the OVX Index (see Figure 2)
continues to track at historical highs
increasingly
divergent
from
overall
volatility in emerging markets.
• In its recent official statements, OPEC
showed no signs of wavering in its policy
stance not to cut production but to allow
market forces determine the price floor.
• The oil futures curve has moved into a
contango (where forward prices are higher
than spot prices) accompanied by
downward level shifts since October 2014.
This
typically
indicates
excessive
downward adjustments in commodity
prices within a short time alongside the
lowering
of
longer-term
price
expectations. Contangos in commodity
markets
tend
to
be
short-lived
phenomenon nonetheless.

Recent market movements
• Oil prices continued their downward
trajectory in January, with Brent, Tapis
and WTI falling by 22%. 21% and 20%
respectively in monthly average terms.
Since mid-Jan, there have been some
tentative signs of stabilisation, and more
recently, prices have exhibited some
bullish spurts on a weaker USD and
strikes by workers which are currently
taking place in a number of US refineries,
although production has not been
affected much.
• In a high-volatility market environment
where
little
has
changed
to
fundamentals, daily prices have become
highly reactive to any data or political
news that would suggest changes to the
status quo of a heavily oversupplied
global market. In addition to the US
refinery strikes, the news of the death of
King Abdullah of Saudi Arabia on 27th Jan
also triggered a short-lived spike in
prices.
Figure 1: Oil Price Indexes

Figure 2: OVX and VIX Indicators
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Figure 3: Forward Curves at Various Points in
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• An oil contango offers incentives for traders
to undertake physical oil storage as long as
storage costs do not exceed the premium
between spot and delivery prices. Reports
from shipbrokers suggest that some of the
world’s largest oil traders, such as Vitol, Koch
Industries Inc., Shell and Trafigura Beheer BV,
have sought to take advantage of the
contango by securing floating storage in
tankers under one-year charters.
• Indicating a market of high uncertainty,
speculative activity volumes (including both
long and short positions) in the managed
money market has increased since late
December, but the overall level of net long
positions has been hovering around 277,000
since mid-December. While we are of the
view that current oil prices are below longerterm equilibrium levels, the rebalancing of a
global surplus of the current scale against
sluggish growth in demand is expected to be
a drawn-out process. Hence we expect global
spot prices are likely to remain at subdued
levels for both this year and the next.
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Supply conditions
• In the wake of oil price correction of extraordinary proportions to-date, the
supply response across oil producers have been highly variable and
disorderly. A number of producing countries which are heavily reliant on oil
revenue to fund their government expenditures have lifted output volumes in
a bid to make up for income shortfalls.

Figure 4: Crude Production by Major Countries (Monthly)
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Figure 5: US Rig Count and Shipments of Gas Field Equipment
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• Given the rather resilient estimates of US production, a relevant question
becomes: “How low must prices be, and for how long, before we can expect
to see a more sizeable slowdown in US output?” Research into the cost
structures of US shale production by a number of investment banks produces
a wide range of estimates, but the major overlap of the estimated breakeven
prices for the prolific basins of Eagle Ford, Bakken, Permian and Niobrara
Basin lie between USD40 to USD70 a barrel, which indicates that the more
cost-effective projects are likely to be still profitable under current price
conditions.
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• However, overall US output volume continued to grow unrelentingly in
January to average around 9.18 million barrels a day, based on the weekly
field production data by Energy International Administration (EIA). EIA also
estimated that US crude oil production will rise from an average of 8.7
million bbl/d in 2014 to 9.3 and 9.5 million barrels a day for 2015 and 2016
respectively, representing annual growth of 7.4% and 2.2%. Their forecasts
are contingent on the West Texas Intermediate (WTI) annual average price
projections of around USD54.6 and USD71 a barrel correspondingly for the
two years. Our price forecasts for both years are lower relative to EIA’s, which
imply slower supply growth from the US by extension based on EIA’s
methodology.
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• In the US, preliminary negative supply responses have emerged in the forms
of falling rig count since mid-December and signs of cutback in exploratory
activities, with major plays preferring to maximising output from existing
wells.
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• Russia's 2014 oil output hit a post-Soviet record high average of 10.58 million
barrels per day. Similarly, Iraqi crude output reached a record 4 million
barrels a day in December as the competition amongst OPEC members to
defend their market shares intensified, with a wave of discounts being
offered to Asian customers by Saudi Arabia, Iraq, Kuwait and Iran.
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Supply conditions con’t….
• That said, the level and speed of the cutback in drilling activity is not likely to be a linear process. While currently most of the cut-backs todate had been a redirection of investments by major projects away from marginal exploration and research drilling to focus on core drilling
of major tight oil plays, a sustained period of lower oil prices might start affecting core activity more substantially, and the deceleration in
activity will pick up significantly relative to what we are witnessing at the moment.
• The inundation of US-produced light, sweet crude is also placing pressure on refineries at the Gulf Coast, which have been running at
capacity utilisation rates of 90+% for 8 out of the last 9 months. In the past few years, the rise in US shale oil had been largely absorbed
through reducing imports of similar characteristics, such as those from Nigeria and parts of West Africa, with net crude imports from Nigeria
falling from a total of 280 million barrels in 2011 to just around 18+ million barrels in 2014 (projected based on available data to November).
• The flow-on impact resulted in a rapid accumulation in US crude inventories to a record high 413.06 mb, with around 10% stored at the lowcost delivery point at Cushing. With a capacity of around 80mb at Cushing, storage capacity constraint is not a limiting factor. The expected
accumulation of US crude stocks in the coming months as some refineries go under seasonal maintenance during spring is likely to exert
downward pressure on WTI relative to Brent, widening the gap between the two.
• Based on the above, we are highly unlikely to see any meaningful decline in oil output by major producers this year, barring any change in
the firmly held stance by OPEC not to scale back production, and further weakening of prices.

Figure 7: US Inventories* (Proportion of Long-run Average,
Seasonally Adjusted)

Figure 6: US Monthly Refinery Capacity Utilisation Rate and Weekly
Crude Stock at Cushing
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Demand conditions

Figure 8: Chinese Imports of Crude Oil and Refined Oil, 6-month
Moving Average
'000 tonnes

• Against the backdrop of significant price retreat and a widening
contango (upward sloping forward curve), there are signs of
rejuvenation in short-term physical demand, particularly tanker storage
demand by traders in Asia and stockpiling of reserves of major
importing countries such as China and India, although not sufficient to
make a meaningful dent in the supply overhang.
• Chinese crude imports climbed 9.3% in 2014, partly driven by
stockpiling of strategic and commercial reserves, while charting a
monthly record high of 30.4 kilo tonnes in December. In a move to
leverage on the low oil prices to implement policy reforms which
otherwise would be challenging in a high oil-cost environment,
Chinese authorities issued new policy directives on 28th January which
require oil enterprises to maintain crude oil inventories equivalent of
15 days of usage when international crude-oil prices are USD130 per
barrel and below, and at least 10 days of inventory when prices exceed
USD130 per barrel.
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• Globally, economic growth appears to be continuing at a sub-trend
pace with industrial output and world trade expanding by around 3%
yoy and business survey readings consistent with moderate growth. A
sustained period of supply-driven oil price weakness is expected to be
supportive of global growth on balance in the medium term (despite
the divergent fates of oil importing vs exporting countries), which will
in turn feed into higher oil demand.
• In its latest monthly report, OPEC has revised up its global oil demand
forecast for 2015 to 92.30 mb/d, citing favourable demand conditions
from OECD America and emerging Asian economies, especially those
stemming from industrial and transportation sectors involving LPG.
gasoline and jet fuel.
• However, we continue to expect global oil supply to outstrip demand
for this year and next in the order of 0.5 to 1mb a day for 2015, before
narrowing to less than 0.5 mb for 2016, which will contain the upward
mobility of oil indices during this period.
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The impact of oil shock on Australia
• To examine the effects of an isolated oil shock, we have run modelling scenarios based on moves in the oil price to date. These suggest that
in the short term the main impacts are likely to be seen in lower inflation and interest rates. The overall impact will also be contingent on the
degree to which second round price effects are passed through to consumers and ultimately, household spending. Lower consumer prices
might also factor into weaker wage growth pressures, which are already at historic lows.
• While the price effects are largely self-explanatory, the limited windfall for real activity (at least in the near-term) is perhaps a little surprising
to most. This is largely a reflection of the offsets to higher disposable income we can expect to see, such as negative wealth effects from
lower (energy) equity prices and a greater contraction in business (namely mining) investment that will weigh on the labour market.
• But perhaps most importantly from a banking perspective, is what this implies for interest rates. Less inflationary pressures – along with
lower global interest rates – suggest lower official domestic interest rates are called for. The RBA already cut the cash rate by25 bps in
February, and our view is that they will likely need to move again in the coming months, although the timing will be very time dependent.
Lower interest rates will be instrumental in the anticipated recovery of consumption and dwelling investment, which along with very strong
exports growth as resources production ramps-up, will drive better growth going into 2016.

NAB quarterly oil price forecasts
• Over the past month, our view that the oil prices are likely to stay “low and long” for this year and the next has firmed somewhat. This
largely reflects what we believe to be the entrenched market view that the correction of the current global glut will be a drawn-out process,
and that any potential signalling by OPEC to pare back production, in the event that it arises, will only have a limited boosting effect.
• As such, we have revised our forecasts for oil prices further downwards throughout 2015 and 2016, with prices reaching high 50s by the end
of the year, before recovering to mid to high 60s next year. In the short-term, the disparity in oil production growth rates between the US
and Middle East will also exert pressure on WTI relative to Brent, with the gap between the two widening over the course of 2015.
Figure 9: NAB Oil Price Forecasts (Quarterly Average)
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